
present together. The clinical professionals can work
together in centres and the patients can stay in their
localities. It is not possible today but is it an attainable
future goal?

Alongside virtuality sit the new computerised “clini-
cal knowledge systems” as a second source of new design
possibilities. These knowledge systems are complicated
in design and purpose and would require a separate
paper to explain. For brevity I’ll define them as
meta-computer systems that sit above existing health
computing systems and use the myriad individual trans-
actions being entered about individual patients, their
health status, and their consumption of drugs and serv-
ices to learn (and predict) how healthcare systems work.
We are already seeing the introduction of early and
rudimentary applications (NHS Direct) that sift infor-
mation and proceed through layered algorithms to
direct the health worker in real time. We can expect
more and we can expect current systems to be continu-
ously refined through use.

Consider parallels in other endeavours. In the
1970s and 1980s we chess players scoffed at the early
computer chess engines that we beat with ease—now
30 years later there are perhaps two or three humans
alive with an even chance of drawing with the best of
them. We no longer scoff. “Medicine is not chess,” I
hear you say: time will tell.

Ready access to capital and increasing
revenues
The private finance initiative and public private
partnerships in theory remove constraints on access to
investment where a sound economic case exists.
Furthermore, the British government’s guarantees of
an expanding funding base provide an unprecedented
positive backcloth against which to plan health services
and design health systems. For decades we have
planned in a scrimp and scrape climate. Now more
money should offer the possibility of more health gain.

Recognition of labour supply problems
It might seem odd to cite labour supply problems as a
positive development, but a plentiful supply of
relatively cheap labour is arguably a very conservative
influence. Since the 1980s we have known that a large
proportion of the time of trained clinical staff is used
up by simple documentation and scheduling tasks.
Lathrop measured this in the USA in his brilliant trea-
tise Restructuring Health Care9 (which marked the
origins of the “patient focus” line of thought for
streamlining episodes of health care) (see figure).

This chart should be studied in the light of the
recent Wanless review on the funding of the NHS.10

Although couched in the polite rationalism of such
documents, the meaning between the lines is there for
all to hear:

Changing skill mix and increasing workforce capacity
cannot happen quickly; it needs to be planned and actively
managed. The workforce modelling suggests that there is
sufficient capacity, but only just, in the short term to deliver
the three scenarios. But before the end of the decade, there
needs to be considerable progress on skill mix and pay
modernisation to avoid capacity constraints. (para 5.57)10

The NHS is coming from a tradition of mass employment of
relatively lowly paid staff with low technology adoption but
is travelling towards an era of labour supply problems and
escalating labour costs. This will be a marvellous stimulant
to do things differently.

Thoughts for those discussions
And so, if your health system is in the throes of a recon-
figuration debate but is merely shuffling the old
furniture on a sloping deck do not despair. Another
reconfiguration will be along soon, and perhaps then it
will be possible to emphasise some of the emerging
innovations and rely less on the hackneyed old solutions.
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Corrections and clarifications

Protestors lobby parliament over proposed change in
mental health law
In this news article by Zosia Kmietowicz
(2 November, p 987), we mistakenly referred to the
“planned reforms of the United Kingdom’s Mental
Health Act.” The reforms will in fact lead to a new
act, which has not yet been passed. It is currently a
draft bill, and if and when it is enacted, its
provisions will apply only to England and Wales,
not to the whole of the United Kingdom.

A POEM a week for the BMJ
Richard Smith may have got carried away in his
editorial (2 November, p 983) when he dropped in
the statement that many doctors receive “their own
weight in journals and newspapers every month.”
This would mean (says a reader) that on the basis
of the weight of a typical BMJ the average 75 kg
doctor would receive 13 journals or newspapers a
day. This seems unlikely. However, many readers
weigh less than 75 kg, especially our petite, female
readers, and Dr Smith claims he has photographic
evidence of at least one cockatoo (weighing < 1 kg,
he says) reading the BMJ.

Education and debate
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